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Abstract:
Today, I would like to share with you the criteria of how you can Secure IoT
Ecosystems endpoints. With imminent deployment of large scale IoT Sensors, hackers
who have traditionally relied on vulnerabilities of switches, routers and networks have
now have another entry point through IoT sensors – this is the Achilles heel of the
Internet of Things (IoT). Existing encryption and authentications systems are no
longer suitable to provide Security for IoT sensors. This is due to their large footprint
and a heavy CPU and network load. A new approach is needed.
The solution has to be: a simple, lightweight, secure, cost-effective technology that
addresses all security weaknesses associated with wireless IoT devices and Machine
to Machine (M2M) devices. In addition, any new solution should result in minimal
changes to existing network architecture or infrastructure.
The solution is platform and application agnostic which ensures it is independent of
underlying protocols. Additionally we have made sure that all major design
considerations for securing low-complexity endpoints and network traffic are not
compromised. Key features of the solution are:
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Low complexity and legacy impact
Small encryption footprint
Low battery drain and Low cost
Fast and easy to install
Proven strong encryption

✓
Reliable and highly scalable
Our proposed StarDust solution provides a security wrapper without accessing user
data. It simply acts as a gatekeeper to control access by pre-registered devices. Any
unauthorised access will be automatically blocked by solution through validation
against a white list of registered devices.
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One of the USP of the solution is a low chat profile making it very difficult for
potential sniffers to collect enough packets to identify any predict any patterns which
makes the system vulnerable. This is achieved through the use of short bursts of
infrequent messages sent as non-IP unframed data. This in turn reduces battery drain
and cost whilst ensuring a tiny CPU footprint.
At the heart of the solution is a need for Security and scalability in order of billions
and the ability to retrofit to legacy smart devices. It can be installed on ANY device
or platform, and works over ANY type of wireless, e.g. BLE, ZigBee, Z-Wave, 4G/5G
Cellular IoT, LoRa, etc. This is being provided by our patented StarDust Security
wrapper.
The new approach is here today.
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